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Carjackings in Illinois are at an epidemic level. People are afraid in every part of the state. The number of carjackings in 2021 has exceeded 2020, leading the Illinois State Police to announce ...
Illinois Secretary of State Candidate, David Moore, Offers A Solution to Carjacking Crisis
Every weekday evening, our editors guide you through the biggest stories of the day, help you discover new ideas, and surprise you with moments of delight. Subscribe to get this delivered to your ...
The Atlantic Daily: Republicans’ Election-Fraud Claims Are Here to Stay
More than 66,000 people have signed a petition to end gas chamber euthanasia for pets at North Utah Valley Animal Shelter in Lindon. A protest is planned for 4 p.m. on Tuesday, June 15, at Orem City ...
Advocates aim to end gas chamber euthanasia in Utah animal shelters
A new global analysis says that greenhouse-gas emissions from food systems have long been systematically underestimated--and points to major opportunities to cut them. The authors estimate that ...
Food systems offer huge opportunities to cut emissions, study finds
The rising tide of discontent over 5G’s shortcomings is giving new windows of opportunity for radically different approaches to communications. If you think we finally debunked “chips in your brain,” ...
What is 6G, if anything? A guide to what to expect, from whom, and when
Amid a push to return BLM headquarters to Washington, D.C., from Grand Junction, President Joe Biden's nominee for BLM director, Tracy Stone-Manning, was grilled by Republican senators during a June 8 ...
David Bernhardt: Moving BLM Headquarters to Colorado Made Sense
Introduction Welcome to the latest edition of the McDermott Will & Emery Global Employment Law Update. The purpose of this publication is to provide you with concise summaries of many of the la ...
Global Employment Law Update - Part 3: Estonia to Ireland
The New York Rangers have reached an agreement to hire Gerard Gallant as the club's 36th head coach Monday, according to Larry Brooks of the New York Post . Pierre LeBrun of TSN reported Gallant will ...
Gerard Gallant Reportedly Hired by Rangers as HC to Replace David Quinn
The Court of Appeal of Alberta has rejected a request that a third trial be stayed for a couple accused in their son’s death. Lawyers for David and Collet Stephan had requested the matter be put on ...
Alberta court of appeal denies request from David and Collet Stephan
The mortality rate from COVID-19 infection was higher in cancer patients from the UK compared with their European Union counterparts, say UK researchers.
UK Cancer Patients 'More Likely to Die From COVID-19'
With the origins of the coronavirus still up in the air, there’s been a lot of talk of the so-called lab leak theory—the idea that the virus spread to people in a laboratory accident, rather than ...
A Very Calm Guide to the Lab Leak Theory
What stores are coming to the Jersey Shore? A guide to new locations popping up in Monmouth and Ocean counties.
Your summer guide to new stores at the Jersey Shore; find out what's going there
From finding the best parking spots to protecting your (car) parts, Consumer Reports' street parking survival guide has everything street parkers need to know.
Street Parking Survival Guide
There’s never been a better time to plan an escape to the Hudson Valley that’s all about the restaurants and bars ...
The Perfect Weekend Guide for Eating and Drinking in the Hudson Valley
Does your car's interior need a tune-up? Restore its luster with a pro-level interior car detailing you can do yourself.
A Guide To Interior Car Detailing Like a Pro
In “The Extended Mind” Annie Murphy Paul explores all the ways our thinking is shaped by external forces, from physical sensations to the role of other people and their brains.
There Is More to Us Than Just Our Brains
Chelsea are keen to sign a striker as well as moving for wing-back Achraf Hakimi, though Kane looks unlikely and they have been knocked back by Romelu Lukaku - but they are stepping up their pursuit ...
Transfer news LIVE! Grealish to Chelsea FC; Lokonga to Arsenal latest; Man Utd, Spurs, Liverpool gossip today
Zoo Miami is a great place to get in touch with nature and, of course, see all the animals, but in the SoFlo heat, ...
Zoo Miami’s VIP tour comes with a personal tour guide, golf cart and lunch
With the tournament having been expanded to 24 teams, there will be plenty of nations to keep an eye on. Sportsmail's Joe Bernstein outlines what each country has to offer.
Joe Bernstein's country-by-country guide to Euro 2020: Assessing each nation's chances
What will the world's best men's players be wearing at this summer's Euros and Copa America? We break down the competitions' most popular boots.
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